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Journalism is a tough job to do.
Indeed, journalists have the very
important task of reporting the
news with objectivity. In reality,
a lot of the press can be said to
be politically biaised because of
the way the news are presented
by the journalists. The choice of
subjects is also tricky. What may
seem harmless to some can be
considered as controversial to
others. While people often claim
that we have the freedom of the
press, it seems harder and
harder for journalists not to be
taken to court for diffamation or
false information when they
tackle a subject some important
people judge off limits. A good
example would be how Trump is
trying to discredit the media in
order to control the public
opinion to his advantage. Even
though we are a high school
newspaper,
we
may
try
sometimes to write about
somewhat controversial subjects
because after all, the purpose of
the press is to create a healthy
and argumented debate among
its readers!
Enjoy our second issue,
Mrs Climecot, the English
Teacher.
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A War Between Madrid and Barcelona?
Let’s explain the situation about the declaration of independence of Catalonia. For more than 80
years, Catalonia has wanted fly from the nest and get out of Spain, but it’s not so easy!
The Declaration of King Felipe VI
On Wednesday, October 4th, 2017, according to
BFMTV, the president of Catalonia wants
Catalonia to become independent from Spain. A
referendum was therefore put in place. Out of the
42.3% Catalans who took part in the referendum,
90% of the votes were in favor of the
independence. However, the King of Spain, Felipe
VI, announced that he will do whatever the law
allows to prevent that. He is determined not to
acknowledge the results of the referendum.
Indeed, the Spanish government has promised to
use strong-arm tactics
to block the
announcement of the independence of Catalonia.
In the Catalan government, some ministers are for the independence and others are against it.
For example, the Delegate of the Catalan government, Enric Millo, mentions that declaring the
independence of Catalonia is a serious irresponsibility, contrary to Jordi Cuixart, who announces
that he will support the declaration of the independence of Catalonia without giving up an
international mediation. As for Catalans, it is the same. Some want the independence but others
are against it.

The Answer of the Catalonian
Government
On Sunday, 8th of October, according to La
Vanguardia, the president of the Generality,
Carles Puigdemont, maintained his will to
apply the law of the referendum and
declare the independence of Catalonia.
But if the State doesn’t accept, the
Catalans will still act as if they were
independent.
As a result, many demonstrations took
place. More than 700.000 Catalans
marched on Barcelona streets to show they
want their independence. Afterwards, they
pointed out the violence of the Spanish
police towards them, says Le Figaro.

Carles Puigdemont, the president of Catalonia
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Consequences
According to Cnewsmatin, if Catalonia
managed to get out Spain, there would be
many consequences. Catalonia would have its
own army, but would lose its currency, which
is Euro. But again, the Spanish economy will
seriously be affected because Catalonia
represents 20% of the GDP of the country.
So, the President of the government says
that the best solution is to go back to legality,
meaning that Catalonia shouldn’t leave Spain.

Opinions
We asked two Catalans about their opinion
on the big question.
The first Catalan, who is against the
independence of Catalonia, said that people
can’t understand his reasons and wouldn't
tell us more about his arguments.
And the second Catalan, who is in favor of
the independence, explained that if they
declare
emancipation,
the
Spanish
government will have to accept it, and the
government won’t have an excuse to
impose a supervision and control over the
Catalonian government.

This is a big source of tension between Catalonia and Spain. To be continued...

Lo.
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The U.S.A. and Their Weapons: The Eternal Debate Explained
In some states the law is rather flexible or in
some it’s stricter but in every state you need to
have a more or less accessible license to have a
weapon.

In the United States of America, the
shootings are still events that give rise to a
lot of debates about America’s gun culture.
Today we’re here to explain in large details
the law that gives Americans the right of
carrying a gun. It’s a law which was written
in 1791 in the Constitution’s Second
Amendment of The United States of America.
You have to know that this law was written
after the oppression Americans endured
because of a professional army in order to let
“regular people” be able to defend
themselves. Despite all the interpretations of
this law, owning a weapon does not mean
you can walk in the city or in public spaces
with it. The law explains that the use of those
weapons is only reserved to defense and
emergency.

For example, having a license in Florida means
you have to be of age —21 years-old—, be an
inhabitant of the State, give your digital print,
be liable for a criminal record verification and
finally you have to participate in an initiation
of a weapons’ handling. Those formalities are
one of the less strict. New York City —in the
state of New York— is one of the strictest cities
of the USA. There, it is forbidden for any
inhabitant to have a weapon, even if it is only
for defense. Licenses are only given by the
NYPD —New York Police Department—and it is
really rare.
In most of the States, ten or so conditions can
be the reasons of a refusal.
- Being physically unable to correctly handle a
firearm.
- Having committed a felony.
- Being a criminal.
- Having a case related to alcohol or drugs
abuse.
- Being in judgment for a crime or violent
misdemeanor.
- In Florida, being convicted for drug law
infringement.
- Not having a particular agility with firearms
in Florida.
- Having an injunction for domestic abuse.
- In Florida, having two or more arrests for
influence driving.
- If you gave up the American nationality.
- In Florida, if you deserted the army.

WORLD NEWS
Today, the Second Amendment is the
subject of many debates. Mass shootings are
a real problem in which the right decision
to end it can only be the suppression of this
gun law like certain politicians want it. Just
like former president Barack Obama who
has tried to change the law or Hillary
Clinton who mentioned her intention of
repealing it in her election campaign.
But the problem is bigger than a “simple”
mass shooting one. Politicians said they
were afraid that the suppression of the
guns’ law might create a civil war. They are
keeping the law to save American lives.
Plus, there is the lobbying of the NRA —
National
Rifle
Association—
who’s
defending and encouraging firearm use and
pays some politicians to vote the way they
want.
So it is not a mass shooting problem it is “an
enormous, multifaceted gun violence
problem” said The Guardian in its article.
Indeed, mass shootings are just a tiny
percentage of gun deaths. Around 33 500
lives are lost each year —about the same
number of people are killed on America’s
roads— because of guns. Indeed, 4% are
unintentional, two-thirds of the deaths are
suicides, the rest —about 11 000— are
homicides.
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Closer in the graphic, the deaths are really
important but compared to every gun problem,
mass shootings are a tiny part.
If guns’ deaths are so important, why can’t the
United States of America just change the law?
As mentioned earlier, some politicians say it
could create a civil war. It would be a really
complicated process to change the American
way of life as we know it, and for now,
unfortunately nobody seems to be interested in
saving lives if it means pissing the big guys off!
After all, even Barack Obama, president of the
United States couldn’t make it happen!
Still, the debate is not finished yet. The question
is still out there and no one can really answer it.
And you, what do you think of this gun law? In
your opinion, is it better to keep it?

Mass shootings’ death number compared to all the guns’
death, by year.

Number of mass shootings’ deaths between 1999 and 2014.

K.S. & J.H.
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THIS MONTH, FOCUS ON A TRENDY MANGA:
TOKYO GHOUL
Tokyo Ghoul is a Japanese dark fantasy manga series by Sui Ishida. In France, the manga is edited
by Glénat.
In Tokyo, creatures named « Ghouls » appear and feed themselves with human flesh to survive. The
story follows Ken Kaneki, a college student who, after a date, was attacked by one of them. He is
taken to the hospital in critical condition. After recovering, Kaneki discovers that he underwent a
surgery that transformed him into a hybrid ; he became half-human and half-ghoul. Quickly he
understands that now he cannot eat the same food as before.
As a result he joins « the Anteiku », a coffee shop. The ghouls who manage the Anteiku take him in
and teach him to deal with his new life as a half-ghoul. Some of his daily struggles include fitting
into the ghoul society, as well as keeping his identity hidden from his human companions.
But Kaneki will quickly be involved in a bloody war between the CCG, ( Commission of Counter
Ghoul ) which is determined to find and kill them, and the Aogiri Tree, a merciless organization of
ghouls.

GHOULS
Ghouls only feed themselves with human flesh. They can't eat human food. They don't digest it
and they find that the taste is horrible. The only human' "food" they can digest is coffee, they also
find it delicious. Ghouls of the « Anteiku » only eat humans who are already dead, who
committed suicide or died in accidents.
Kaneki Ken is the main protagonist of this anime.
At the beginning of the story, he was a simple human, who
was studying Japanese literature at the University. But one
day, he met a girl, Rize, with whom he fell in love.
Unfortunately, this girl was a ghoul. She tried to kill him
but she failed. However, there was an accident and Rize
died and Kaneki was injured. In the hospital, the surgeon
transplanted Rize’s organ into Kaneki. Then, after the
operation, he became a ghoul, a half-ghoul more
specifically. A half-ghoul is called a « one-eyed ». Then, he
joins other ghouls in a coffee shop. This coffee shop, called
the Anteiku, is a cover to protect themselves from the CCG.
Here, he meets Touka, the Manager, Nishiki, Renji, Uta.
He has one and only human friend, Hide, a classmate.
Kaneki was a shy and reserved person. He usually spent
most of his time reading books, mostly novels. He was
extremely gentle and appeared to be optimistic most of the
time.
After he was turned into a half-ghoul, he started to develop
an interest in becoming stronger and began reading martial
art books so he could protect those closest to him.

Kaneki Ken
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Nishiki Nishio works at the Anteiku too and
he’s also a ghoul.
Nishiki is a slim young man whose
distinctive traits are his glasses and messy
hazelnut hair. He's a diligent student and
prodigy. He has a rude, insensitive attitude
with a knack for insults. He also demands
that people younger than him show respect
for their elders.
At the beginning of the anime, he tried to
kill Hide and Kaneki, but over time, he gets
on well with Kaneki. He is a student too, just
like Touka. His ghoul’s name is « Serpent »
(snake). He is known for killing other ghouls
after pulling information out of them.
Touka Karishima is a ghoul and Kaneki’s
friend. She works at the Anteiku with
Kaneki and the other ghouls. She’s a secondyear student too. She’s called « the Rabbit »
because she has a white rabbit mask when
she is a ghoul. Touka is one of the most
important characters of the anime and the
manga.
Her rash attitude comes from having to live
a hard-working double-life as a human and
a ghoul. As a human, she is a normal girl
attending school with normal friends and a
café waitress. As a ghoul, she reveals a more
reckless and ruthless personality full of
hatred for ghoul investigators.

Touka Karishima
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The Manager / Yoshimura is the boss of the
Anteiku coffee shop.
Yoshimura has white swept back hair and his
eyes are usually closed. He is a tall, powerful
man who is commonly in a formal waiter
uniform.
He is a kind and generous old man. He is the
one who saved Kaneki and who teaches him
to live as a ghoul. It’s also thanks to him that
Kaneki became friends with the other ghouls.
He is obviously a ghoul too.
Renji Yomo is the right-hand man of
Yoshimura. He is the one who goes looking
for the human corpses to eat them. Yomo is a
tall, well-built man with silver hair.
His role is very important because without
him, the ghouls of the « Anteiku » would eat
living humans.
Uta is a ghoul and he's the one who makes
masks for the ghouls of « Anteiku ». Their
masks allow them to not make their faces
known to the CCG. Uta is a tall, lanky man
with black hair, styled into an undercut.
Various tattoos cover his arms, and a sun
tattoo covers his entire left pectoral region.
He has a very nice way of speaking and
seems to be friendly. Although his expression
almost never changes, he has an amusing
way of teasing people.
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THE CCG
Investigators are employed by the Commission of
Counter Ghoul to investigate crime scenes assumed
to be caused by ghouls. The CCG employs two kinds
of investigators; ghoul investigators and bureau
investigators.
They don't make any difference between normal
ghouls and between the Anteiku.
The investigators
use a weapon called
« Quinque ». A quinque is a weapon created from a
ghoul's kakuhou ( a cell that is only present in
ghouls ) used by CCG ghoul investigators.
Kishou Arima is a renowned Special Class Ghoul
Investigator known as the CCG's Reaper or the
Death God of CCG.
Arima is a tall, well-built man with snow white
hair and gray eyes. He is always seen wearing his
glasses with his face kept in an apathetic
expression.
He was recruited when he was 16 years old.
His investigative skills and prowess in combat led
many investigators, such as Koutarou Amon, to
admire him. However, there were many who were
envious of Arima's combat power.
Arima is very calm. He is quiet, smart, but also
very strong. Even if he is a sort of genius he is
really humble and modest. With the CCG's
members he's rather smiling but he can also be
very strict and serious. He is heartless with his
enemies.
Koutarou Amon is a former First Class Ghoul
Investigator. He was Kureo Mado's last partner
and his last partner is Akira Mado, Kureo's
daughter.
Amon is a very tall, handsome young man with
black hair and turquoise eyes. Due to his constant,
vigorous training, he has an extremely athletic
and muscular build.
At the beginning Amon seems to be a cold person
at least with ghouls. But inside he is a nice and
friendly guy. He is always here to help his
neighbour. He is very implicated in this work.

Hideyoshi Nagachika
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After his meeting with Kaneki, Amon
started to show interest and curiosity,
wanting to understand the ghoul.
Kureo Mado is a First Class Ghoul
Investigator and Koutarou Amon's former
partner and mentor. He is a quinque
fanatic.
Kureo is a middle-aged man with hollow
cheeks that reminds Amon of a dead
person. He has long, filiform white hair
and is often seen with a large smile on his
face.
Even in the CCG itself Mado is regarded as
a strange person. Having lost his wife
because of ghouls he is very cruel with
them and seems to take pleasure in
making them suffer.

Koutarou Amon
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Juuzou Suzuya is a Special Class Ghoul
Investigator. In the past, he went by the name
Rei Suzuya. His first partner was Yukinori
Shinohara and is now currently the leader of
Suzuya Squad.
Juuzou is a young-looking man ( 19 years old )
with an androgynous appearance, with pale
skin and short white hair. He wears red
hairpins in his hair. He has dark red eyes with
bags under them. He self-stitches his own
body, explaining it to be a form of body
modification.
Rei Suzuya was kidnapped when he was a
child by a Ghoul named Big Madam. She
forced him to participate in a bloody game
killing humans. At the beginning, Juuzou was
scared and sick of murders but later he began
to feel pleasure in killing. He was saved by
inspectors and put under the protection of the
CCG.

The Human

Hideyoshi Nagachika

Hideyoshi Nagachika, nicknamed
Hide, is Kaneki's first friend. He’s a
human. He was studying English at
the same University as Kaneki. Later,
he started working to CCG, as an
assitant because of the ghouls who
captivate him. Most of the time, Hide
has a carefree attitude, always joyful
and friendly. However, Hide is
actually incredibly observant and
can figure things out about people.
Hide also has a very "determined"
behavior. When he's set on a goal or
decision, he'll stick to them to the
very end.

Léana M. Léona M.
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DO YOU REALLY KNOW …
At the heart of the Pacific Ocean

...HAWAII ?

Hawaii is a state of the United States,
located in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.
The capital of Hawaii is Honolulu, which is
the largest city of Hawaii.
Hawaii has a superficy of 28 337 km².
The state counts more than 1 000 000
inhabitants.
English is the official language.
David Ige is the governor of Hawaii.
Hawaii became a state of the United States
in 1959.
Pearl Harbor is located over there. It is an
American base that was attacked by the
Japanese in 1941 during the Second World
War1.
1 Seconde Guerre Mondiale

Activities not to be missed!
1. The Honolulu Zoo
Hawaii is open to enthusiasts2 of adventure and
discovery.
Honolulu Zoo is famous thanks to its pink
flamingoes because upon your arrival they will
welcome you.
You will be able to admire more than 160 other
species of birds with their beautiful colors of
plumage.
Close by, you will meet impressive reptiles such as
crocodiles and iguanas.
The 16 hectares of the Honolulu Zoo are divided
into three sections. First, the Tropical Rainforest,
then the Pacific Island and finally the African
Savannah.
You can admire more than 250 different species
such as mammals, reptiles and birds.
The central part of the park is named "Zoo Keiki"
which means children’s zoo. It will make the
children happy thanks to turtles and llamas.
Close by there are the tiger pen3 and playground.
2 Passionnés
3 Enclos
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2. The Island of Maui
The Island of Maui is the second biggest
island of the archipelago of Hawaii.
The cobalt blue waves of Maui invite you
to play in the water.
Maui offers a selection of aquatic
activities such as surfing. You can go on
an helicopter excursion in order to see
waterfalls4 and lush landscapes5.
4 Cascades
5 Paysages luxuriants

Now, unto the food lovers!
Hawaii is also a wonderful destination for food lovers.

1.Manapua
Manapua is a bun of pork, yams, and
curry. They are sold in the street.

2. The Huli Huli Chicken
The Huli Huli Chicken is marinated in
ketchup, soy sauce, pineapple juice, chicken
stock6 and white wine.
The chicken is cooked on the barbecue with
the sauce. You can eat it with rice.
6 Bouillon de poulet

3. Shave Ice
Below the heat, you can cool off with
Shave Ice.
Shave Ice is crushed ice with syrup.

Aminata.
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Discover new dishes
There are a lot of specialties in the Asian culture and we will present you three full traditional
dishes. They are delicious and easy to make!
Number one: Miso Soup
The Miso soup, or ‘Miso Shiru’ in Japanese,
is an unmissable part (incontournable) in a
Japanese meal, like rice. Yet, it’s more
considered like a hot drink, or a starter
than a meal. To cook this soup, you need
Miso. It’s a soy and barley rice fermented
pastry. So, there are several types of Miso
soup. It’s different according to your desire
or the taste of the season. You need Dashi
too. It’s a japanese broth, seaweed (algue),
dry bonite (thon) and/or Niboshi - dry
sardine.
After, you add another seaweed, a cube of
tofu, mushrooms or shrimps. It’s to your
taste!
But between us, it’s more simple to go
drink this soup in a restaurant, isn’t it ? So
go to Oi Sushi in La Ferté! It’s not expensive
and there is also a self-serve buffet! What
else could you ask for ?
DID YOU KNOW? Among Japanese people,
they drink Miso soup as early as breakfast!
It’s typical in Japan, but this tradition is less
and less followed by young Japanese
because they prefer eating like Westerners.
Like us !
www.marmiton.org

Number two: Indian shrimp curry
This dish is super easy: You must brown your
shrimp raw (dorer vos crevettes crues) and in a
bowl mix madras curry, coconut milk, garlic,
ginger and tomato concentrate. Then, add
your shrimp to your sauce. Serve your dish
with basmati rice!

FOOD CORNER
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What? You don’t know how to cook? Oh! It’s
nothing, we have a good Indan Restaurant in
Meaux for you, Palais du Kohistan, 71 Faubourg
Street, Saint-Nicolas. If you try it, tell us what
your recommend!
DID YOU KNOW? In India, they eat very
spicy! But in French restaurants, you can
choose your stage of prickly. So if you don’t
like hot food, you can eat Indian anyway!

Number three: Gangjeong
You certainly know this Korean dessert made
from sticky rice pastry. Or at least, sticky rice
pastry wih a litttle peanut and honey. But here,
Koreans dry their pastry in the shade and they
bake the oil. And finally, they coat them with
honey and soy flour. They replace the sticky rice
with sesame seeds (seeds: graines), pumpkin seeds
or black beans (haricots noirs). You can add
cinnamon or sugar too, to make a change.
Moreover, that dessert in cube can have
different versions and be very colorful! Would
you like to eat this traditional dessert? No
problem! You must go to South Korea, because
it’s difficult to find this biscuit in France.
Personally, I have never eaten them. But there
are probably some in Paris. Who knows?
Otherwise, in a lot of Korean restaurants you
can try another typical dessert. You don’t know
any Korean restaurant? You can try ‘Korea
House’ in Torcy! It’s far, yes I know, but it’s
worth it! Trust me!
DID YOU KNOW? In the past, in Korea, this
biscuit was served on the offerings table, during
a celebration. Those biscuits are very old …
Right?

FOOD CORNER
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Just for you, here is an easy and world-famous Chinese recipe!
Coconut Rice Balls:
Number: 20 balls.
Level: Easy.
Ingredients: 150g of sticky rice flour (farine de
riz gluant) – 50g and 100g grated coconut – 50g
of wheat starch (fécule de blé) - 100g of Mungo
beans (haricots de mungo) without peel (= skin) 200ml unsugared coconut milk - 50ml of water –
3 spoons of honey – 60g of sugar – a pinch of
salt.

The stuffing (farce):
• Soak the Mungo beans in water during 2 hours, then, use a steamer and steam them for 30
minutes.
• When the beans are baked, mash (écraser) them. Add the honey, grated coconut (100 g)
and a pinch of salt.
• Make many balls.
The dough:
• Heat (chauffer) coconut milk with water in a saucepan (casserole), add the sugar and a bit of
salt.
• Blend the sticky rice flour and wheat starch.
• Add this mixture to the hot liquid. Stir to have a soft (supple, flexible) dough.
• Using a steamer, boil the water and steam (cuire à la vapeur) this mixture during 30
minutes.
• After baking, let the dough cool off (refroidir).
Making balls:
• Take a piece of dough, shape a little ball.
• Flatten then put a ball of stuffing in the middle and close. Wrap to make a ball.
• Do it again with all the dough and stuffing.
• Steam the balls for 10 minutes. Wrap them in grated coconut (50 g) and eat them hot or
cold!
Taken from recetteschinoises.blogspot.fr ,Margot ZHANG, 2013
What dish tempted you the most? Let us know by email and we will publish your comments!

C.I.A.
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PARIS 2024
The Olympic Games Selection, a Funny Business...
The Conduct of the Elections
Paris officially presented its candidature on June 23rd, 2015. At that time they were in
competition with Boston, Rome, Budapest and Hamburg. On July 2015, Boston withdrew its
candidature in favor of Los Angeles. On November 29th, 2015, it is the turn of Hamburg to
withdraw. On September 21st, 2016, it is Rome that retires and on February 22nd, 2017, it is
Budapest that drops the project! Now only two candidate cities are left, Paris and Los
Angeles. the International Olympic Committee will go to Paris and Los Angeles many times
to assess whether or not the city in question can welcome the OG. After the failures of 2008
and 2012, Paris is not entitled to a third failure. Finally, on July 31st, 2017, Los Angeles
announces it withdraws from the candidature to better concentrate on the OG of 2028. Paris
is now the only and last city to be a candidate for 2024 and on September 13th, 2017, in
Lima, Peru, the International Olympic Committee decides to attribute a double vote and
name Paris for the 2024 Olympic Games and Los Angeles for the 2028 Olympic Games.

A Double Attribution
Rigged?
In fact this dual attribution
(attributing 2 Olympic Games
at the same moment) has
caused many teeth to squeal
on the journalistic level.
Indeed, people are asking the
question “but how can one
make a double attribution?”
Some others wonder if the
vote wasn’t rigged (truqué). It
leaves
us
with
many
unanswered questions, that’s
for sure!

The Students’ Opinion
We interviewed some students
about it, and here is what they
think.
Delphine thinks that this event
could bring a plus, and could also
bring a lot more people to our
country. Camille also agrees with
Delphine, she said that the last time
we had Olympic Games in Paris was
100 years ago, so this could do an
anniversary event. Alissar is a little
more skeptical than Delphine and
Camille because she says that this
event will create many problems.
Inès has a more optimistic opinion
than Alissar because she says that it
is a sports city with many stadiums.

Benji, HB and Mrs Climecot.
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This month, I am going to speak about Travis Scott, a very well -known young American rapper in
the USA. For his young age, he knows how to stand out in the field of music. He also has a totally
atypical fashion style which corresponds very well to his very original music style. His haircut is
inspired from African ethnic groups. Travis has had three very successful albums. I’ll let you
discover him.
About Him and His Work
Travis Scott, stylized Travi$ Scott, of his real
name Jacques Webster, Jr, was born on April
30th, 1992 in Houston, Texas. He is a rapper, a
producer, a musician, a model and an
American director. He is in a relationship with
Kylie Jenner and is signed on the labels Grand
Hustle and Epic, as well as on Kanye West’s
label.
He released his first E.P. entitled Owl Pharaoh
on May 21st, 2013, followed by his second E.P.,
Days Before Rodeo, on August 18th, 2014. His first
album, Rodeo, is released on September 4th,
2015. This album was a success and was
followed by two more, Birds in the Trap Sing,
2016 and Days Before Birds that same year.

QR CODES OF MY FAVORITE TRAVIS SCOTT SONGS
1. Butterfly Effect

2. Beibs in the traps

3. Goosebumps

Othniella Louisa and Mrs Climecot.
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This month, Carlos Nùnez will be our star!
Carlos Nunez is a Spanish musician. He
was born on July, 16th, 1971 in Vigo,
Spain. He plays Celtic music. He can
play the bourling bagpipe, recorder and
ocarina. He began to learn how to play
the recorder at 8 years old. He is part of
a musician family, so we can say his
passion for music comes from his
family. Two years later, he learned how
to play the gaita, which is a Galician
bagpipe. At the same time, Carlos
Nunez learned classical music at the
Conservatory.

At 13 years old, he participated in the
Interceltic festival of Lorient. On this
occasion, he won the trophy of
Macallan on his first participation!
And again the two years that
followed! In 1999, he started working
on his first album Os Amores Libres
with the help of the French producer
Hector Zazou. It was released in 2000.
After 3 years spent in Brazil to look
for his great grandfather, Carlos came
back to Europe with a banda—it is a
musical formation—with fuseliers
sailors who played live with him at
his Interceltic festival of Lorient
concert in 2009.
Translated from Wikipedia.

You can discover Carlos Nunez with these songs that you can find on YouTube:
-Saint Patrick's An Dro
- Bretona
- Moura
- Os Gaiteros de Noite
Follow this link to discover one of the songs of the list above, enjoy!
https://huit.re/carlosnunez

B.O.T., S.I., M.M.

THE STAR OF THE MONTH IS… 18
… Emma Stone, an American actress who
was born on
November 6th 1988 in
Scottsdale, USA. She recently played in « La
La Land », a movie that won many Oscars.
She will be 29 years old this month. Her
astrological sign is Scorpio.

L.B. - A.D.

Solution from last month :

PUZZLE

GAMES
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Don’t hesitate to send us your comments and tell us what you liked and liked less about our
newspaper. We will create an extra page to publish some of the comments if we have enough
so when you send us an email don’t hesitate to mention if you would like it published and if
you allow us to put your name.

Our email address: thebeckettvoice@laposte.net
You can also come and talk to Mrs Climecot directly, often to be found in room 214.
We will really appreciate any feedback so start writing !

HOROSCOPE
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~ Aries ~ : You're full of brilliant ideas and inspiring projects but you have to cooperate with
other people to fulfil them. Your partners, at work or at home, might disagree with you. That's
why this month you have to be diplomatic.
~ Taurus ~ : You might let yourself enjoy an intense relationship. You're going to live your life
to the fullest without worrying about the consequences. It may cause you some excess but after
all, you only live once.
~ Gemini ~ : This month will bring you a lot of interesting discussions. There might be
misunderstandings but you're going to adapt to your surroundings. In love, you will be romantic
with your partner.
~ Cancer ~ : This month, your projects won't evolve the way you expect. Your interlocutors
might be too stubborn and shallow. You will be more confident than usual and you're going to be
determined and tough.
~ Leo ~ : You will be in a great mood this month. Friendly, happy and enterprising, you will be
excellent at work. You might be too spendthrift, so be careful. In love, you're going to be
seductive but also very demanding.
~ Virgo ~ : This month, you'll probably have to face challenges and deal with personal situations.
You have to relax, even if not everything is how you expected. You will know how to express the
authenticity of your feelings.
~ Libra ~ : This month, you're going to be particularly dynamic and clever. Teamwork should
do you good. However, you will have to make sure that everybody can get along. It's a month full
or romance for you.
~ Scorpio ~ : Excellent month for your business and your love life. You will thrive with
confidence at work. In couple, you will be demonstrative of your love. Your feelings are going to
blossom.
~ Sagittarius ~ : You will be very social and curious about everything, craving to discover new
horizons. You could be the most fascinating person in conversations, so don't hesitate to share
your knowledge. In love, everything is evolving away from prying eyes.
~ Capricorn ~ : This month might be difficult for you at work. You will have to be patient
towards people who challenge your competence. It may become difficult for you to stay calm. In
love, you will be in harmony with your partner.
~ Aquarius ~ : At work, you will know how to brilliantly achieve your goals. However, you have
to pay attention to not become too dissipated. As for your love life, you will feel free to love.
~ Pisces ~ : Professionally, you might be a little clumsy and make mistakes by talking too much
or too fast. Nothing alarming though, your reputation remains safe. In couple, your relationship
is fluid and based on understanding.
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